For more than 20 years, Lynne McTaggart, an internationally bestselling and award-winning author and journalist, has been examining the bridge between frontier science and spirituality.

Lynne is mainly known for the quality of her narrative non-fiction and the depth of her research, her inspirational speaking style and her uncompromising role as a New Thought leader and spiritual change agent. Over the years Lynne has been variously called a ‘metaphysical rock star’, ‘the Madonna of the Quantum World,’ ‘the Malcolm Gladwell of the New Science’ and even ‘The Dalai Mama.’

She’s consistently voted one of the world’s top 100 spiritual leaders for her ground-breaking work with consciousness and the power of thoughts.

In order to understand more about the mechanisms behind the healing power of thoughts, Lynne has organized rigorous scientific studies, called Intention Experiments, working with scientists at prestigious universities around the world. Lynne been particularly interested in the power of group intention and its “mirror effect,” not only transforming recipients but reflecting back on the senders.

As co-founder and editorial director of the health magazine, What Doctors Don’t Tell You, now published in 15 languages worldwide, and Get Well, the international holistic health expo, Lynne is also a tireless campaigner for consumer rights in health care.
Books

Lynne is the author of seven books, including the worldwide international bestsellers *The Power of Eight*, *The Field*, *The Intention Experiment* and *The Bond*, all considered seminal books of the New Science which have translated into some 30 languages.

**The Power of Eight**
In *The Power of Eight*, her most recent book, Lynne reveals her remarkable findings from 17 years of experiments designed to discover how group intention can heal our lives and change the world for the better. She also discloses her greatest discovery: that intention in a small group – she calls them the Power of Eight® – has both the power to heal and a mirror effect, not only transforming the recipient but also reflecting back on the senders. The Power of Eight also tells the story of many of the thousands of people around the world working with Lynne who have reported ecstatic, transcendent experiences, personal healings and dramatic long-term life changes, and Lynne’s own journey from hard-nosed skeptic to believer in the miraculous.

**The Field**
In this groundbreaking classic, now considered the seminal book of the New Age, Lynne reveals a radical new paradigm: that consciousness may be central in shaping our world. A highly readable scientific detective story, *The Field* presents a stunning picture of an interconnected universe and a new scientific theory that makes sense of supernatural phenomena.

**The Intention Experiment**
This revolutionary exploration of the science of intention seeks to answer the most fundamental question left unanswered by *The Field*: if we are all connected, can our thoughts and intentions affect and change the world and things ‘out there’?
The Intention Experiment, which contains the most impressive data yet on intention, or the power of thought, is also a ‘living book.’ Working with a consortium of scientists, Lynne periodically invites her worldwide audience to take part in online Intention Experiments examining the power of group intention to effect measurable targets under scientifically controlled targets.

**The Bond**
The third of this groundbreaking quartet, *The Bond* is a brilliant new blueprint for living a more harmonious, prosperous, and connected life – based on the findings of the New Science. If we are not separate, how do we live? What’s the new way to be?
Pulling together a vast array of cutting-edge scientific discoveries, Lynne demonstrates that we are in a ‘Bond’ — a profound interconnection — with everything and everyone. As the first roadmap of how to live according to the new scientific story, *The Bond* is the way forward, the next stage in our evolution.
Lynne McTaggart is one of the central authorities on the new science and consciousness. She is award-winning author of seven books, including the internationally bestselling *The Intention Experiment*, *The Field*, *The Bond* and *The Power of Eight*, and her books have been in some 30 languages.

Lynne is also architect of the Intention Experiments, a web-based ‘global laboratory,’ and she was prominently featured in the plotline of Dan Brown’s blockbuster *The Lost Symbol*.

A highly sought after public speaker, who has spoken in nearly every continent, Lynne has also appeared in many documentaries, including *What the Bleep?! Down the Rabbit Hole*, *I Am*, *The Abundance Factor*, *The Healing Field* and *The 1 Field*.

She is consistently listed as one of the world’s 100 most spiritually influential people.

Recently, Lynne co-founded and launched the international health expo and health hub Get Well (http://getwell.solutions), which brings to the public a wide range of the most promising and well proven holistic treatments through actual and virtual exhibitions and online programs.

As co-owner and editorial director of What Doctors Don’t Tell You (www.wddty.com), she publishes one of the world’s most respected US health magazines, now published in 15 languages. What Doctors Don’t Tell You has been awarded Best and Most Popular Website of the year for Health and Wellbeing and Ethical Business of the Year.

Lynne and her husband, WDDTY and GetWell co-founder Bryan Hubbard, author of the groundbreaking book *The Untrue Story of You*, live in London. They have two adult daughters.

**Websites:**
- www.lynnemctaggart.com
- www.getwell.solutions
- www.wddty.com
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Lynne McTaggart, one of the central authorities on the new science and consciousness, is the award-winning author of seven books, including the worldwide bestsellers *The Field*, *The Intention Experiment* and *The Power of Eight*. She is also cofounder of the international magazine *What Doctors Don’t Tell You* (www.WDDTY.com), the health expo Get Well (http://getwell.solutions), and the architect of the Intention Experiments, a web-based “global laboratory” to test the power of intention to heal the world.

A highly sought after public speaker, Lynne is consistently listed as one of the world’s 100 most spiritually influential people.
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